For Academics

Transform ideas.
Pursue excellence.
Excellence requires more than a sharp mind. And in today’s competitive world of academia, excellence
requires access to respected data. For faculty, data transforms ideas into groundbreaking research
and a challenging curriculum. For students, it can bring about top marks and career opportunities.
For librarians, it defines a comprehensive reference catalog in the digital age. Whether in the finance
lab, classroom or library, we not only provide the data, but we make you smarter with every click.

Data and research
Compustat financials
-- Fundamental and market data on 32,500+ North
American public companies and 42,000+ non-North
American, with 5,000+ data items
-- North American annual data from 1950,
quarterly from 1962, daily pricing data from 1983
-- Non-North American annual data from 1988,
quarterly from 2003, daily pricing data from 1986
-- Snapshot point-in-time data from 1986

SNL sector data
-- Extensive global coverage in the banking, insurance,
real estate, media & communications and metals &
mining sectors, and the U.S. energy markets
-- Industry-specific metrics on 6,500 public companies
and 50,000+ private companies

S&P Capital IQ transactions
-- 1.5 million+ M&A, private placement, bankruptcy,
IPO and other capital markets transactions
-- US coverage from 1998, non-US coverage from 2001,
with the ability to follow detailed deal life cycles

ExecuComp and S&P Capital IQ people data
-- Annual compensation data from 1992 on the top five
executive officers, including 33,000+ executives and 220+
data items
-- Profiles for 4 million+ public and private professionals,
including 2 million+ board members and 1 million+
executives globally with 40+ compensation types

Aftermarket Research
-- Coverage of companies, industries and macro-economic
trends from across the globe
-- 15 million+ reports available from 1,700+ multi-asset
class providers dating back to 1995

Additional S&P Capital IQ insights
-- 700,000+ private companies with financials
-- Debt Capital Structure data from 2002 and Equity
Capital Structure data from 1996
-- Ownership data on 40,000+ public companies

Access and tools
S&P Capital IQ platform
Revolutionize your business program with access to the
same comprehensive information on companies, markets
and people worldwide that analysts and investors use
on Wall Street. Conduct research in a lab or on your
own personal computer to define curriculum, complete
assignments or explore prospective employers.

Market Intelligence platform
Dive deep into our sector intelligence on industries essential
to the global economy. Conduct relevant analysis using
industry-specific metrics and tools that go deeper than
generalist data allows. Supplement with proprietary news
and research to get a more comprehensive view of the subject.

Bulk data delivery
Access our data in a research-friendly format through our
partnerships with Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS)
or Chicago Booth’s Center for Research in Security Prices
(CRSP). These platforms are built to easily deliver the data
you need for comprehensive research.

Research Insight
Quickly create custom analysis using our powerful financial
modeling application. Evaluate company performance, produce
in-depth peer comparisons and conduct long-term, actionable
backtest research to broaden and enhance your analysis.
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About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data,
research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate
alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry
dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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